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SOME CANONICAL COHOMOLOGY CLASSES ON GROUPS

OF VOLUME PRESERVING DIFFEOMORPHISMS

BY

DUSA McDUFF1

Abstract. We discuss some canonical cohomology classes on the space B6Diff£0M,

where ^iff^M is the identity component of the group of compactly supported

diffeomorphisms of the manifold M which preserve the volume form u. We first

look at some classes ck(M), 1 <<:<// = dim M, which are defined for all M, and

show that the top class c„(M) 6 H"(B6Ùiff£0M; R) is nonzero for M = S", n odd,

and is zero for M = S", n even. When H'C(M; R) = 0 for 0 *s i< n, the classes

ck(M) all vanish and a secondary class s(M) E H"~x(B6inff„aM; R) may be

defined. This is trivially zero when n is odd, and is twice the Calabi invariant for

symplectic manifolds when n = 2. We prove that s(R") ¥= 0 when n is even by

showing that it is one of a set of nonzero classes which were defined by Hurder in

[71.

1. Statement of main results. Let M be a connected oriented «-dimensional

C°°-manifold without boundary and with smooth volume form u. We write § —

tyiffuoM for the identity component of the group of compactly supported C°°-diffeo-

morphisms of M which preserve w, with the C°°-topology, and G for the group §

considered with the discrete topology. The homotopy fiber of the natural map

BG - B@ is called B~Q.

We will think of B% as the realization G of the complex Sing %/G. Here Sing S is

the smooth singular complex of %, and Sing %/G is its quotient by the action of G

given by the multiplication on the right. Thus a p-simplex S in G is given by a

smooth (C°°) map t \-> h, E §, t E Ap, which is well defined up to composition on

the right by an element g E G. Such a simplex corresponds to a codimension n

foliation <5(S) onA'XM with typical leaf {(t, ht(y)): t E Ap). The foliation <5(S)

is transverse to the fibers t X M of the projection p: Ap X M -» Ap, and is trivial,

with leaves Ap X x, for x outside of a compact subset of M. One can also describe

'S(S) as the pull-back of the point foliation of M by the map /: (t, x) h-> h~x(x).

Hence Ü(S) — /*(«) is a transverse volume form for ^(S). In other words, Í2(5) is

a closed «-form which defines ?(S) in the sense that a tangent vector Y of Ap X M is

tangent to ^(S) if and only if i(Y)ti(S) - 0. Clearly, Q(S) is the only transverse

volume form of 'ü(S) which restricts to w on each t X M.

It is easy to check that the 'S(S) fit together to give a foliation 'S oí Qx M.

Similarly, the forms Q,(S) fit together to give a canonical closed n-form ß on G X M.
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(By definition, a /c-form A on G X M is a collection of k-ioims A(S) on kp X M,

one for each p-simplex S in G, such that A(S) restricts to A(5") on the face 5" of S.)

Any form A on G X M has a unique decomposition A = A0-r-A, + ---+A,,,

where the form A, has degree /' in the M-variables. In particular,

ß = ß0 + ••• +ß„

where ß„ is the pull-back tt*u of u by the projection it: G X M -» M and where each

O,-, / < n, is compactly supported. (This means that ß,(.S) has compact support in

àp X M for all S.) Therefore ß gives rise to canonical cohomology classes

ck(M)E Hk{B^)iff0M; Hc"-k(M;R))

for 1 < i *ï m, as follows. For any A>cycle K in G = Btyiff^M, the value of ck(M)

on K is the cohomology class of the closed, compactly-supported (n — /c)-form

x^f     Q=/     ß„_,
•'ATX* ■'iXx

on M which is obtained by integrating ß over the fiber of the projection it:

K X M -> M. Explicit formulae for the ck(M) are given in Appendix 1.

Since itxG is isomorphic to the universal cover tf)iff¿0M of tyiff^M, the class c,

corresponds to a homomorphism tf)iff¿0M -» H"X(M; R). Up to sign, it is just the

flux homomorphism, which is defined in [1, II, §1] for example. See Appendix 1.

Notice that c„ vanishes when M is noncompact since H®( M; R) = 0 in this case.

On the other hand c„(M) is nonzero when M is a compact Lie group. In fact, if H is

a Ar-dimensional compact submanifold in ^iff^M, then the "diagonal" foliation of

H X M with leaves {(A, h(y)): A E H) gives rise to a &-cycle in G. Moreover the

transverse volume form on H X M is the pull-back of co by the map (h, y)\-+ h~x(y).

Applying this to the action of the torus Tk on T" one sees that ck(T") ^ 0 for any k.

Similarly taking H çz U(k) one has c„(S") ¥= 0 for n odd. Our first main result is

Proposition 1. c„(S") = 0 for n even.

This is proved in §3, together with some other calculations of c„(M).

Remark. Fathi observed that there is a natural homomorphism

<P*: H*(M; R) -* 7/*(fi60///w<0M; R)

which corresponds to the ck( M ) by means of the formula

r(a)(K) = (-\)k(a,ck(M)(K)).

Here K is a A:-cycle in B^iff^M, a E Hk(M; R) and (a, b) = jMa A ß, where a, ß

are forms representing the classes a and b. It is sometimes more natural to think in

terms of the homomorphism \p* instead of the classes ck. Note in particular that \p*

may be defined on the cochain level. For it is easy to check that the formula

^(a)(S) = í       Tt*aAÛ(S),

where a is a k-îorm on M and ß is the compactly supported form ß — it*u, defines

a homomorphism of the de Rham complex A*M to C*(G; R). Evidently \p induces
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One important fact about ß is that ß2 = 0. Indeed, the square of any transverse

volume form is zero because locally such a form is pulled back from R".

Proposition 2. // M is a noncompact manifold such that H'c( M; R) = 0 for all

i < n, then the form ß is exact. In fact, there is a form $ on Gx M such that d<b = ß

and $ß has compact support.

Observe that i/(Oß) = ß2 = 0. Hence, by integrating $ß over the fibers / X M,

one gets a closed (n — l)-form on G and thus an element s(M) of

H"~x(B6Ùiffâ0M; R). We will see in §2 that this does not depend on the choice of 0,

provided that some natural restrictions are placed on the support of 0. Hence s(M)

is canonically defined. When n is odd, <Dß = \d(Q>2) and s(M) = 0.

Proposition 3. s(R") ¥= 0 when n is even.

Corollary. s(M) ¥= 0 when n is even.

We will see in §3 that Propositions 1 and 3 are related. Proposition 3 is proved by

showing that s(R") coincides with a nonzero class in H"~x(Btyiff0R"; R) which was

discovered by Hurder [7]. His class may be described in the following way. Let BT"¡

be the classifying space for codimension n foliations with transverse volume form

and trivialised normal bundle. Then BT"¡ is (n — l)-connected [4], and has tt„ = R.

Let u E H"(BT"¡; R) be the "universal transverse volume form". In other word, if S

is a foliation with transverse volume form a and trivial normal bundle which is

classified by the map g, then g*(u) = [a]. It is shown in [10] that a map g:

S" -» BT"i is null homotopic exactly when g*(u) — 0. Therefore, if e E

H"(K(R, n); R) is the fundamental class, there is a fibration

(*) ETs"^BTs",ÍK(R,n)

in which BT"i is «-connected and f*(e) = u. As mentioned above, a2 = 0. Hence

u2 = 0. However, e2 ¥= 0 when « is_even. Therefore, for even « there must be at least

one nonzero element of H2"~X(BT"¡; R) which transgresses to e2 in the spectral

sequence of (*). _

One such class may be described as follows. Let g: M -* BTS" be a map of a

manifold into BT"r By [4], such a map determines a foliation ÍF with transverse

volume form a on some bundle over M. Moreover a must be exact. Let a = dß.

Then the form ßa is closed because a2 is zero, and one can easily check that it

represents a cohomology class [ßa] in H2"~X(M;R) which depends only on the

homotopy class of g. Evidently, there is a unique class a E H2"~ \BT"i; R) such that

g*(a) = [ßa] for all such maps g.

Lemma 4. The class a transgresses to -e2 in the spectral sequence of'(*).

Now let

j:(Bq)iff;QR")xR"-*BTZ
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classify the canonical foliation on (B^iff^R") X R". (We may assume that j maps

into BT", since ß is exact.) It is shown in [8] that the adjoint Ad j of j,

Ad j: B^iff:0Rn - yiaPcpct{R", BT,",) = 0"*r;„

induces an isomorphism on integer homology when R" has infinite «-volume. (If R"

has finite «-volume one can either use [9] or, preferably argue as in §2 below.)

Let A be the composite

H2"-x{bTs",) -+ H'-^Q-BT,",)    -1   H"-x(B6i)iff^0R").

Hurder pointed out. that the class a is spherically supported. This implies that its

image in H"~X(Ü"BT"I) is nonzero. Hence h(a) is nonzero. We will see in §2 that

h(a) — s(R"). It follows that s(R") is also nonzero.

When « = 2 the class s(R2 ) is a multiple of the Calabi invariant. This invariant is

an element of Hx(B6îiiff0M;R), where fyiff^M is the identity component of the

group of compactly supported symplectic diffeomorphisms of M, and is defined for

certain noncompact M. See [1,11, §4 and 11]. The symplectic case is considered

further in Appendix 3. In particular we show that the restriction of s(R2m) to

B6ï)iff0R2m is zero when m > 1.

All the classes which are mentioned in this paper are smooth and so may be

defined on the Lie algebra level. This is discussed in Appendix 2.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful conversations with A. Fathi, D. Gottlieb,

A. Haefliger and especially with S. Hurder. Also I wish to thank I.H.E.S. for its kind

hospitality during the writing of this paper.

2. The class s. Let A* be the algebra of all smooth forms on G X M, and let A* be

the subalgebra of forms which are compactly supported with respect to M. We will

write Ar-S, resp. Ar¿', for the subspace of Ar+S = Ak, resp. Ak, consisting of all

/c-forms with degree r in the T-variables. We will identify Ap with {(tx,...,tp) E Rp:

0 < r, < • • • « t < 1}. Then the restriction of A G Ar¿* to the p-simplex 5 in G is a

form

(%) A(S) = 2>, A---A ¿,,r A «,,...,.{/)

on Ap X M, where each a¡ ...¡(t), t E Ap, is a smooth family of compactly supported

i-forms on M. Note also that the differential d on A* is the sum d — dT + dM, where

dM and dT differentiate with respect to the variables in M and Ap respectively.

Lemma 5. If HSC(M; R) = 0, the sequence

Arc's~x ^A[:s^Arc's+x

is exact.

Proof. This is routine. Suppose that A G A[:s is in kerdM, and suppose induc-

tively that a solution of the equation dM^ = A has been constructed on G__, X M,

where G , is the (p — l)-skeleton of G. Then we must define ^(S) for each

p-simplex S. The conditions on A and M imply that the forms a, ...At) in the
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expression ($) for A are exact for each t. The problem now is to find smooth families

/?, ...,(0 of compactly-supported (s — l)-forms on M such that dMßi...i(st) =

a¡ ...At). Also, setting

*(S) = 2dtitA...AdtlrAßir^t)

we need ^(5) to agree with the previously defined ^ on 3AP X M. However one can

always find suitable families ß(t)by using de Rham's theorem with parameters.    □

Proposition 6. // Hqc(M; R) - 0 for 0 < q < k, then any closed form A E AP

which has no component in Ap~s's for s > k may be written

A = rf¥ + xo,

where •* E Ap.'x andx0 e AP-°.

Proof. Since H"(M;R) = R, we must have k < n. Then A = A0 + • •• +Ak,

where A, G AP~'''. Because A is closed we have

dMAk = Q,   dTA0 = 0   and   dMAq_x + dTAq = 0,       0<q*zk.

The argument is now completed by a standard diagram chase in the double

complex:

dr

A0/      Z     A\2      -       ••■

dM î dM\ Î

dM  î dM  î ¿M î

^o,o     Z     Ax-°      Z     A2:0     -      •••     D

Corollary 7. // /'« addition M is noncompact, then Xo = 0 and A = i/^.

Proof. Observe that x0 is closed. Hence,

Xo(S) = lylí..lp(t,x)dti¡A...Adt,p,

where the functions y¡ ...¡(t, x) are constant with respect to x E M. Since they are

also compactly supported, they must vanish when M is noncompact.    D

Proof of Proposition 2. We must show that the canonical form ß is exact when

Hqc(M; R) = 0 for 0 =s q < n. But ß - ß + ß„ where ß„ = it*(u>) is exact, and

where ß = ß0 + • • ■ + ß„_, is closed. Hence ß is exact by Corollary 7.    D

Thus the equation d<b — ß has a solution $ = <ï> + $„ where $ G A"~x satisfies

i/Ô = ß and where d$„ = dM®„ = ö„. Clearly Oß G A2"- '. Also d($Q) = ß2 = 0.

Therefore, we may define the cohomology class s(M) as a cochain by setting

s(M)(S) = /" $ß
'A'HXM

for each (« — l)-simplex S. Since i>ß — \d(Q>2) when « is odd, the class s(M) is

zero in this case. (Observe that <ï>2 is compactly supported.) When « is even, it will

sometimes be useful to define s using the form <3>(ß + U„) = 3>ß — d(<î><Pn). This
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alternative definition makes it clear that the cohomology class s does not depend on

the choice of Ô G A"~x or of $„, provided that d<t = ß and d®„ = ß„.

In the remainder of this section, we will fill in the details of the proof that

s(R") ¥= 0 for « even which was_sketched in §1. First we will prove Lemma 4 which

says that the class a E H2n~x(BTs") transgresses to -e2 in the spectral sequence of

the fibration

ÍTS^BT5ÍK(R,n).

Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that the transgression t is the composite (/*)"' ° 8

where

— » _ _ 7*

H2"-x(BTs",)^H2"(BTsnl, BTS",) ̂ H2n(K(R, «), *).

Therefore, because e2 Elmr it will suffice to show that 8(a) — -f*(e2). This will

follow if we show that 8(g*a) = -g*f*(e2) for any map g of a compact manifold

with boundary (M, dM) into the pair (BTS"„ BTsn¡).

A map g: M -> BT", corresponds to a foliation iFof some bundle E over M with

transverse volume form ä. We will identify M with the zero section of £ and will put

a = ä | M. Then the restriction of a to 3M is exact because g(3M) Ç BT"¡. Let ß be

a form on M such that dß — a on 3M. Then g*a is by definition the class [ßa] on

3AÍ. Since a — dß on 3M and a2 = 0, we have

8(g*a) = 8[ßa] = 8[2ßa ~ ßdß] =[-(a- dß)2]

in H2"(M, 3M). It follows that the class [(a — dß)2] is independent of the choice of

ß. On the other hand, it is easy to check that as ß varies the class [a — dß] runs over

the set of elements of H"(M, dM) which map to [a] — g*f*(e) in H"(M). There-

fore g*f*(e) = [a — dß] for some ß, and g*f*(e2) = -8(g*a) as required.    D

The next step is to show that a is spherically supported. In fact, let A be a nonzero

element of it„(BT"¡) and let p E it2„_x(BTs") be taken by /'„, to the Whitehead

product [À, A] G 7T2„_ x(BT"i). Then (u, %(\)) ¥= 0, where % is the Hurewicz homo-

morphism and u E H"(BTS";R) is the universal transverse volume form. It is now

easy to check that (a, %(n))¥L 0: for example, see [6].

Finally we must show that h(a) = s(R"). Consider the commutative diagram

H2"-x(BTsnl)        -*     ff"-,(Q"JFr;/)

lj* l(Adj)*

H2"-x(GxR")     i        H"-X(G)

where 9 is integration over the fiber t X R" and where / is as in §1. It is clear from

the definition of a that j*(a) is represented by the form <I>ß on G X R". Hence

h(a) = s(Rn) as claimed.

This completes the proof of Proposition 3. The results of [9] were used here in

order to show that /„, is an isomorphism when R" has finite «-volume. This may be

avoided by arguing as follows. Let Qx be the subgroup of tyiff^R" consisting of
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diffeomorphisms with support in the open ball of radius A. If vol- R" < volu R" = oo,

there is by [2] an embedding /': R" =* R" such that /'*« = «. We may also assume that

§x C i^tyiff-oR") for some X > 0. Therefore, in order to_show that í(R", «) ¥= 0 it

suffices to show that the restriction sx of s(R", «) to B§x is nonzero for all X.

Because ^iff^R" = limâx, some sx is certainly nonzero. And it is easy to check that

the isomorphism r: § -* @x which is induced by multiplication by ¡i~xX takes s^ to a

nonzero multiple of sx. A similar argument proves the corollary to Proposition 3.

3. The class c„. We first prove Proposition 1 which states that c„(S") = 0 when «

is even.

Proof of Proposition 1. By Proposition 6 there are forms $ and Xo on 6 x S"

such that ß = í/3> + Xo ana< Xo G A"'°- Note also mat if X is any «-cycle in G, the

integral of ß over K X x is independent of x. Hence

c„(K)=f     Q = \[      ßß„
JKXx JKXS"

where A"1 = /s„«. But

ßß„ = (ß - x« + ajo, + xoK = d{ô>n„) + Xoa„-

Also, because ß(ß + ß„) = ß2 — ß2 = 0 when « is even, we have

2x0a„ = (xo - ö)(ß + ß„) - xo« = -4^(ß + o.)) - XrA

Therefore

2c„(K) = -XÍ      Xoà = 0,
JKXS"

since all the terms in x0â have degree < « in the x-variables.    D

It would be interesting to understand which compact manifolds M have c„(M) — 0.

Clearly the above proof applies when H'(M; R) = 0,0 < /' < «, and « is even. The

examples given in §1 of manifolds such that c„(M) ^ 0 were constructed using the

action of tyiff0M on M and were really examples with i*cn(M) =£ 0 where /':

ty'fLoM ~* Bty'fLoM is the natural map. In fact, a cycle y: K -> <§iffu0M in

tyiffoM gives rise to a foliation onXXM with leaves {(&, y(/í:)j): /c G K}. Its

transverse volume form is the pull-back of « by the map (k, y) h> y(k)'xy. It follows

that the value of the class i*c„(M) on the cycle K is the constant function on M

which equals (e*[«], K), where e: K -* M is the evaluation map k i-» y(k)~xy.

Gottlieb proves in [3,Theorem A] that x(^0 ' e*(["D = 0, where x(M) is the Euler

characteristic of M. Hence we have shown

Lemma 8. If M is a compact manifold with x(M) ¥^ 0, then i*c„(M) = 0.

In particular, this implies that i*c2(X) = 0 when .Xis an oriented surface of genus

> 1.

Lemma 9. If X is an oriented surface of genus > 0, then c2(X) ¥= 0.

Proof. Let Y = X - {x0}. We will write Gx for B^iff^X and GY for BtyiffS0Y

where « = « | Y. Let p: Gx -^ BT2, classify the germ at Gx X xQ of the canonical
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foliation of Gx X X. It is shown in [9] that the homotopy fiber of p has the same

integral homology as G Y. Therefore there is a spectral sequence

H\BT2;Hs(GY))^H'+°(Gx)

where coefficients in R are understood. Since BT2, is 1-connected, this gives rise to

an exact sequence

(J) 0^Hx(Gx)Chx(Gy)^H2(BT2)Ch2(Gx)

where t is the transgression and j* is induced by the inclusion Y Ç X.

Banyaga shows in [1] that HX(GX;Z) = HX(X;R). Further, because the form

(a, ß)= JYa A ß does not vanish identically for a, ß G HX(Y; R), the results of

Rousseau [11] imply that HX(GY; Z) s H](Y; R). Thus there is a commutative

diagram

HX(GY;Z)     -     HX(Y;R)

I I

HX(GX;Z)     -    HX(X;R)

where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms given by the flux and the vertical maps

are induced by the inclusion of Y in X. It follows that the map j* in the exact

sequence (#) is an isomorphism and that p* is injective. But if m G H2(BT2,) is the

"universal transverse volume form", p*u is represented by the restriction of ß to

Gx X x0 and so equals c2(X). Hence c2(X) ¥= 0 as claimed. D

In general, if Y = X — x0 one has an exact sequence

H»~X(GY) T-+H"(BTS",)CH»(GX)

in which p*u = c„(X). Therefore the vanishing of c„(X) implies that u is in the

image of t. In particular, consider the case X = S", for « even.

Lemma 10. t(í(R")) is a nonzero multiple of u.

Proof. Recall that t is the composite (p*)"1 o S where

h"-x(&y)Ih"(gx,gy)Ch»(bt?,).

Therefore, it will suffice to show that 5(j(R")) is a nonzero multiple of p*u. Let Ô

and Xo De forms on Gx X A' as in the proof of Proposition 1. Clearly we may assume

that the restriction <í> Y of Ô to G Y X Y is compactly supported and satisfies

d<tY — Û. Thus Ô is zero on some neighbourhood of GY X x0 in QYX X, and

X0 = 0onGyXX The class p*u is represented by the restriction of the form ß to

(Gx X x0, GY X x0). Therefore, if L is an «-cycle in (Gx, GY) we have

p*u(L)=f      Q= [      (d<b + Xo) + ®,,= f       *+/"      (Xo + ßJ-
JLXx0 JLXx0 JdLXx0 JLXxa
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But 4> = 0 on 3L X x0 since 3L C GY. Also jLXxQ„ — 0. Therefore, because Xo is

independent of x (see Corollary 7) we have

p*u(L)= (     Xo = Ai     Xon«   where X"1 =  /"«.
JLXx0 JLXX JX

But

8(s(R"))(L) = s(R")(dL) = (      0(ß + ßj = f      $(ß + ß„)
JdLXY JdLXX

= [      (0-Xo)(ß + Öj = -/     2Xoß„JLXX JLXX

as in the calculation of c„( X) in Proposition 1.    D

This result suggests that one should be able to extend s to a natural nonzero class

s(Y) E H"~x(B6¡)iff¿¡0Y; R) which is defined for all even dimensional manifolds of the

form Y = X — x0, where X is a compact manifold with c„(X) = 0. (To say that s is

natural means of course that/*i(F) = s(Y) for all embeddingsy: (Y, «) ■♦ (Y, «')•)

Similarly, one might expect that s would always be zero on odd dimensional

manifolds and hence that c„(X) i= 0 for all odd dimensional X. Note that these

suggestions are consistent with our results in dimension 2, for Rousseau's work says

exactly that the only noncompact 2-dimensional manifold on which s can be defined

isR2.

Appendix 1. Explicit formulae for the ck. Consider a p-simplex S in G. Let

Xx(t ),..., X (t) be the vector fields on a'' X M which are tangent to the leaves of the

foliation <S(S) and which lie above the fields 3/3/,,...,d/dtp on A^ = {(*,,...,tp):

0 < i, < ■••</_< 1}. Then for each t E Ap we may write

Xf(t) = Xi(t) + 3/3i„

where X,(t) is an «-preserving vector field on M. (Compare [1, §1] where it is shown

that Xt(t, x) = dh,/dt¿h;x(x)).) The vectors [Xt(t\ Xj(t)] are tangent to the leaves

of <S(S) and project to [3/3i,, 3/3ry] = 0 on AA Since the projection of Ap X M on

A' maps each leaf of <S(S) diffeomorphically onto Ap, it follows that [X,(t), Xj(t)]

= 0. This proves

Lemma Al [1, Proposition 1.1.1]. For each t E Ap we have

For short we will write this equation as

[X^X^djXt-diXj.

Next, suppose that T,,..., Yk are «-preserving vector fields on M and consider the

(n — rV)-form

œ(Yx,...,Yk;...) = i(Yk)---i(Yx)u
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on M. When k — 1 this form is closed. In general one has

Lemma A2.

dMic(Yx,...,Yk;...) = l(-\)i+J+kU{[Y„Yj\,Yx,...,î,j,...,Yk;...).
i<j

Proof. This follows easily by induction on k, using the formulae

di(X) + i(X)d = tx,

and

tx(*>(Yx,...,Yk;...))

= u([X,Yx],Y2,...,Yk;...) + ---+u(Yx,...,[X,Yk];...).    D

Proposition A3. For each p-simplex S we have

Q„.k(S) = (-\)k 2 dth A • • • Adtik A u(Xh,...,Xik;...)

where the fields X,(t) are as defined above.

Proof. Let A(S) = A0(S) + ■■■ +A„(S) be the form defined by the right-hand

side of the above equations. Note that Ak(S) = 0 if k < « — p. We must check that

A(5) is closed, that it defines 'S(S) and that it restricts to « on each fiber t X M.

The last two statements are easy to verify, and will be left to the reader. Since

An(S) = it*(u)(S) is closed, the first statement is equivalent to the equations

dTAk(S) + dMAk_x(S) = 0   foiO <k<n.

These follow easily from Lemmas Al and A2. For example,

dTA„_x(S) = dT(-2dt, A co(X,;...))

= -^dtJAdt,Aœ(dJXl;...)
i*j

= 2>, A dtj A «([*„ Xj] ;...) = -dMA„_2(S).    D

Corollary A4. For each k-cycle K in G we have

ck(M)(K)=JQ„_k = (-l)k I  j dtxA...AdtkAu(Xx,...,Xk;...).

It follows immediately that -cx(M) is the flux homomorphism.

Appendix 2. Lie algebra cohomology. In [5] Haefliger describes spaces such as

B^iffuoM in a slightly different context, emphasizing their connection with Lie

algebras. In this appendix we will translate our results into his language. I am

grateful to Haefliger for explaining how this may be done.

Let qm be the Lie algebra of compactly supported vector fields on M which

preserve «. Consider the double complex Crs(M) = C(qm; As(M)) of /--cochains

on gM with values in the .s-forms on M where gM acts trivially on A*M, and let
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C*(M) be the associated total complex. As in [5], one can construct a universal

characteristic homomorphism

x: C'S(M) ^ArfEAr-s

where Ar's is as in §2 and Arf is its subcomplex of forms smooth under deformation.

Define ß„_* G Ck'"~k by

ä„_k(Xx,...,Xk) = (-l)ko,(Xx,...,Xk;...)

and let ß = 1 iï„_k G C(M). Then ß is closed. Moreover, because 0(3/3/,.) = Xf(t),

the calculations of Appendix 1 show that x(ß) = ß- Thus ß is the Lie algebra

analogue of ß.

Since ß is exact when H^(M;R) = 0, /' < n, one can easily construct a class

s E H"~x(qm;R) which is taken by x t0 *• There are also classes ck E

Hk(QM; H"~k(M)) which correspond to the ck. As before, they come from a

homomorphism

Î*:H*(M)^H*(qm;R)

which is induced by the cochain map

J:A*M^C*(qm;R)

given by

Hß)(Xx,...,Xk) = fßAu,(Xx,...,Xk;...),   for ¿3*1.
JM

Appendix 3. The symplectic case. Let a be a symplectic form on M and set « = om

where dim M = 2m = «. Then G0 = B^iff^M is a subcomplex of G. The argu-

ments of §1 show that G0 X M carries a canonical symplectic form 2 which is

induced locally from R2m. Clearly 2m = ß and 2m+l = 0. Moreover, one can show

as in Appendix 1 that 2 = 20 + 2, + 22 where 22 = it*(a), and

2,(5)= -    S   dt,Ao(Xi;-),
Kt<p

20(5)=      2     o(X„XJ)dtiAdtJ

on any p-simplex S in G„. The form 2 defines classes similar to the ck.

If M is noncompact and if HX(M; R) — 0, then Corollary 7 implies that there is a

form ^ in yl^° such that d^f — 20 + 2,. It is easy to check that on any 1-simplex S

we have ^(S) — a(t, x) dt, where, for each / G / the function a(t, x) is the unique

compactly supported function on M such that dMa(t, x) — a(X(t); ■). The Calabi

class R E Hx(Btyiff0M; R) is then given by

R(S)=(     a(t,x)dtAom = \(     *(ß + ßj

for each 1-simplex S. See [1,11, §4]. This should be compared with the formula

s(M)(S) = h»->XMV(Q + ß„) for s(M). Note that these formulae agree up to a

constant when m-\. Observe also that the form ^(ß + fi„) is not closed. It defines
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a cohomology class as above because the part of //(^(ß + ß„)) which lies in A2'" is

dM-Q\act and so has zero integral over M. To see this one uses the formula

2202™ + w2222"^1 = 0, which is the part of the equation 2m+1 = 0 concerning

forms in^2'", and observes that 2, = dM^.

Let Ay = 2-' + 2-'~122 + • • ■ +1{. Then ^Am is closed and its component in A[-n

equals (m + l^S™. Hence the class (m + l)R may be defined by integrating ^Am

over M. More generally one gets classes Rj E H2J+x(BsÙiff0M;R) by integrating

*AmV over M,0*zj < m. Notice also that d(VAm_x) = 2m - 2?. Hence ß = 2m

is exact on Ga X M and one can define a class sa in H2m~x(B6îiiff0M; R) which

corresponds to s. It is not hard to check that sa = Rm-X. Since the classes R¡, j > 1,

vanish when 22 and hence 2 are exact, this shows that the restriction of s(R2m) to

BGi)iffac0R2m is zero if m > 1.

Note finally that the Rj may be defined on B^iff^M for any symplectic,

noncompact M, where tyiff^fM is the kernel of the flux homomorphism tyiff^M —

HX(M;R)/T.
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